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For Athletes
Increase Visual Perceptual and 
Oculomotor Abilities

Improve Visual + Cognitive Reaction Time

Increase Accuracy and Improved 
Athletic Performance

Improve Near-Far Accuracy + Quickness

Improve Visual Spatial Awareness

Track player-by player improvements 
through rich data-driven objectives

Recreate sporting contexts to promote 
sport-specifi c visual and cognitive abilities

Measure and train interrelated visual, 
cognitive, and sensorimotor skills

Utilize existing protocols or create 
customizable sport-specifi c protocols

For Athletic Trainers

Binovi is a software-based, 
optometrist-lead technology 

solution designed to help trainers 
and athletes get better results, faster.
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Binovi Touch

Binovi Coach

 Welcome to Binovi

The new Binovi Touch Saccadic Fixator combines the fundamental 
qualities of the original Wayne Engineering Saccadic Fixator with 
innovation in almost every dimension.

We have used new materials and components to truly evolve an already 
dependable and versatile tool for the 21st century, ensuring both you and 
your athletes can get the most out of our modernised activities. Binovi Touch 
is controlled through the Binovi Touch app, connecting and communicating 
wirelessly to provide real-time results. The new Binovi Touch app also includes a 
number of integrated tools and compatibility with many 3rd-party accessories.

The control center of the Binovi Platform, Binovi Pro 
allows trainers to manage the many aspects of their 
athlete’s vision training regimens, track progress at both 
macro and micro levels, and plan and assign protocols.

Get the most out of existing protocols and exercises, or create your 
own individual activities or planned protocol packages! Binovi Pro 
integrates with the Binovi Touch App to record and track individual 
user data and allows you the trainer to monitor trends and progress 
for individuals or everyone as a whole. 

A coach ignites passion, motivates, and works with people 
to help them achieve their goals Binovi Coach encourages 
and empowers users to confi dently complete their assigned 
activities through clear multimedia guidance.

Users stay up to date with their training regimen with automatic updates 
coming from Binovi Pro and can follow along with complete, step-by-step 
instructions including photo slideshows and hd video demonstrations. 
Each user’s plan can be custom-tailored and reminders can be sent directly 
either connected to exercises or through secure in-app messaging.

Binovi Pro


